We present a method based on the so-called Quantum Energy Inequalities, which allows to compare, and bound, the expectation values of energy-densities of ground states of quantum fields in spacetimes possessing isometric regions. The method supports the conclusion, that the Boulware energy density is universal both: at modest (and far) distances from compact spherical objects, and close to the would-be horizons of the gravastar/QBHO spacetimes. It also provides a natural consistency check for concrete (approximate, numerical) calculations of the expectation values of the energy-momentum tensors.
Introduction
One of the most important aspects of Quantum Field Theory in curved spacetimes is the existence of non-vanishing expectation values of the energy-momentum-tensor operator in virtually all states of the quantum fields. Yet in concrete cases, for specific spacetimes and states believed to be of physical interest, the calculation of these expectation values is notoriously difficult. Not only the classical solutions of the wave equation, F I ( x, t), need to be known a , but also sums of (absolute) squares of these solutions over their index I need to be known at every point. Only in few precious cases has this been possible, often in approximate sense only. Here we report on a method, which allows to use the result known for one spacetime to approximate the energy densities on another spacetime, which is isometric to the initial one in some region only. As an application, the known properties of the Boulware state in the Schwarzschild geometry provide a bound on the energy densities of ground states in spacetimes of compact, spherically symmetric objects.
Let us take the spherically symmetric spacetimes, with the (general) metric
with the suitable functions f and h. The main object of interest is the (temporally smeared) energy density operator,
where the operator T ab has been constructed by point-splitting w.r.t. a Hadamard parametrix b . The function, w(t) is smooth, compactly supported, and normalized * This research has been supported by the Kosicuszko Foundation a Which already exceeds our capabilities, for instance, in the Schwarzschild spacetime b We mean the standard construction employed in most concrete calculations, and note, that such an operator is locally covariant. 1,2 as a probability density, dt w 2 (t) = 1, while u a denotes the tangent vector of the observer measuring the energy density.
We shall employ the method of Quantum Energy Inequalities, 2-4 which asserts, that all Hadamard states ψ must necessarily fulfill
where G indicates the ground state of the quantum field, and 
where .
Here also H(r) = √ f h, is derived from the metric functions.
The functional Q G , which is finite and always positive, is independent of the quantum state ψ, which is remarkable, as the variety of quantum states is enormous. Even more surprising are the (typical) properties of Q G : its value falls off rapidly as the time of measurement gets longer, i.e. as the support of w(t) gets larger. Thus, substantial sub-ground-state energy densities can be produced by quantum fields only for short durations of time, and it is impossible to keep these densities sub-ground for longer time periods.
Energy-densities in locally isometric spacetimes
Suppose that two static spacetimes are isometric in a region outside of a sphere at r = R. If we focus on operators supported in the isometric region, than we can establish two QEI's:
1,2 firstly with G1 as the reference state (with G2 playing the role of ψ), and secondly with the exchanged role of the states. This provides bounds from above and below on the difference of the energy densities:
If we were able to streach the support of w(t) arbitrarily, then the above inequalities would force the difference ̺( x) G2 − ̺( x) G1 to vanish! However, there is a QFT c The QEI are proved to be true also with respect to any other Hadamard state, 2 that is, we can replace the ground state G by any other Hadamard state (although such a replacement changes also the right-hand side of the inequality).
subtelty: a priori the states denoted by ψ in (3) should be expressible as density matrices in the Fock space constructed upon G. In no way is this possible for ψ = G2 and G = G1, as these are states providing expectation values of observables from completely incompatible algebras. Nonetheless, the inequalities hold (with expectation values calculated in the usual way) if the smallest double cone containing the support of the operators (in this case: the segment of the curve on which we measure the energy-density) does remain in the isometric region d . Thus, the distance between x and the boundary of the isometric region limits the measurement duration e , T , and allows a non-vanishing ̺( x) G2 − ̺( x) G1 .
Remarks and outlook
The bounds (6) can be directly employed as a new consistency check to be fulfilled in concrete calculations of energy-momentum tensors of quantum fields. 5, 6 They are especially tight if the allowed times of measurement are long, which happens either: far away (in terms of the geodesic distance) from the boundary of the isometric region, or if the boundary is close to an horizon. In these cases, the functionals Q G [w, x] depend only on the low frequency asymptotics of the mode-sums. In turn this hints at universality of certain results of QFT in curved spacetimes, notably, our bounds indicate 1 that the energy density of the Boulware state is universal both: far away from the horizon (always) and close to the horizon, for spacetimes isometric with Schwarzschild up to small distances from the horizon, such as the gravastar or QBHO spacetimes. 7, 8 
